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24-9-2017 
Woman Develops Herself 

 
Nowadays, in the course of a few decades, women seem to have developed themselves 

at a quick tempo and there is no end yet to this development. One can easily observe that this 
has done a lot of good for many women. It is not bad in this success story, however, to ask 
ourselves: what is it really that has been developed? Have women developed themselves? 
What does this mean? 

Whatever more can be said on the subject, one thing is clear from the beginning in a 
serious investigation: for the economy the so-called development of women has been of great 
value. The ‘market’ – that is no one, but, in principle, an inhuman system – can use anyone, 
any group of workers, for its purposes, for expanding itself. Have women developed 
themselves, indeed, or has the economy developed them? Is anything substantial developing 
in a woman when she’s at work on – and is possibly successful in – a career? Have nice-
sounding words been used to create an atmosphere in society that says that women need to 
have a job to be of value, to develop or even be themselves? 

Can it be said that a woman has developed herself or that even she is herself when she 
has succeeded in changing her dependency on (a) man for dependency on the economy, on 
production, on figures, on deadlines, on bowing to a system – a system that denies her as a 
woman, that denies the difference of ‘man and woman’ but says we’re all the same as 
workers? 

In fact, independence – of whatever kind – is an illusion. The independence that tastes 
so good for many women is a negative form of independence: the fact that they are no longer 
financially dependent on men. One advantage of this form of independence is clear. In the 
relationship with ‘man’ financial aspects no longer have to be a threat for a woman, a threat 
that was constantly present, at least in the background, and that influenced, in a negative way, 
her freedom to say and do what she feels in the relationship, and to discover who she is when 
she is not oppressed in any way by ‘man’ (or what seems to be man). 

The new form of slavery – dependency on the economy – more easily than before, 
conceals the fact of Woman’s Dependency on Man, and in general the fact that we are all 
dependent, not only in a philosophical way, but also in actuality. Still, Woman Needs 
something of Man. It is not his money any more – but still she is not satisfied in relation to 
man. What is it then that She needs? To have a child woman can nowadays go to a sperm 
bank or, if this is too impersonal, obtain the sperm of a friend. Since steady relationships 
become gradually less common, these options are becoming more popular. Also in this sense 
women seem not dependent any more on a good, loving, relationship with a man – which 
seems hard to achieve nowadays. Or, rather, it has always been difficult – only, nowadays the 
demands of women in respect to a good relationship are significantly higher than in the past. 
If something is not to her liking, she breaks off a relationship more easily than before. She has 
the right to do so. And yet, still She Needs something of Man. 
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What we nowadays call Woman’s development (in the direction of increasing 
independence) is, when we look deeper into it, into the origin of Duality of Life, the attempt 
of Woman to Become Man. Something in Her – what I use to call the Female Force – hates 
Her Deep(est) Dependency on Man. She seems only able to get rid of this inner burden by 
becoming Man Herself – or by continuously being busy with this project that, in itself, is 
hopeless in advance. If one is continuously busy with something one doesn’t need to feel (so 
well) the simple fact itself that, apparently, what one wishes is not the case, nor the fact that 
the supposed paradise will never come, never. 

The Deeper Inner Dependency will never change, regardless of how much and how 
many forms of external independence woman seems to achieve. We can’t change our Deepest 
Nature. The Deepest Nature says not only that (a) woman wants to be Heard and Seen by (a) 
man – or, rather, as I call it, by the Male Force; however, this gives a good indication to what 
Woman, beyond herself as a self, really Wants or Needs from Man and that she can never get. 
This need goes beyond the emotional level of existence. One, very feminine woman with 
whom I had a brief – in all its modernity: ‘sort of’ – relationship in the past, provided an even 
better clue. She openly said – and how honest can you get when as woman you really look 
into a man’s eyes (at least in case something of Man manifests in him): “I like to get inside 
you and disappear into you.” 

Man’s Heart is the Opening through which Woman Wants to Disappear – as her self. 
The Opening through which She Wants to Become Part of Him again, and no longer live as 
Her self, no longer live in the illusion of being separate from Man(’s Heart). She wants to 
finally End the suffering of Her Own Duality and Return to and Live as Man’s One Heart. 
Rare are the women who See this and ‘even’ admit this, let alone who take this insight 
seriously. The Intelligence that says that, in the Depth of Reality, Becoming Man Happens in 
Surrender to Her Recognition of Man in Her Own Heart – and not in trying to become Man 
by herself, independently of men – is not widespread. Her Own Heart doesn’t lie, however. 

The Separating Force in a woman wants to improve Divine Nature – something that, 
in principle, seems not necessary, and is not possible anyway. Divine Nature simply shows 
that Becoming – or: thoroughly Integrating or Internalizing – the Opposite Sex necessarily 
happens in whole relationship with that Sex, and that this deep Human Process cannot happen 
as a merely internal process without the Opposite Sex being involved on every level of human 
existence. This means for Woman that Realizing the Man in Herself is not only not possible 
through the currently popular way of developing herself outwardly, in society, but also not 
through developing herself inwardly, through the form of meditation as the best way to find 
the deeper layers of life, nor through other, less thorough, ways of spiritual development – no 
matter that, just like the outer ways of development, these are very popular nowadays. 

 In itself it is a progress in intelligence to see or feel that the outer way of development 
doesn’t truly fulfil Woman. The inner, spiritual way seems the only other serious option then. 
It’s not that this development is bad – after all: without trying out it doesn’t become clear 
what doesn’t work – but it’s not the last step in Woman’s development either. But indeed, She 
can’t find Man that way. Many women, whether they follow the outer or the inner way of 
becoming Man, become more masculine – although many (other) women are not suited for 
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this, anyway. Becoming more masculine is something different, however. That way, Woman 
denies the Woman in Herself – the Woman Who can exist only in Relation to Man. 

I’m not against Woman’s current development(s), but sooner or later it must be Seen 
in the Eye of Truth that the ego secretly runs on self-development. Usually such development 
means a reinforcement of the sense and valuation of ‘self’. And usually this means also a 
reinforcement of the ego – although becoming truly and neutrally Conscious of ‘self’ (instead 
of acting the self out) can in principle counter this process. The ego, in so far as it is not Seen 
and addressed, is precisely what stands in between Man and Woman. Society is served by 
Woman’s developments, Love is not – at least not when Woman cannot find Man, or Her 
Own Source, (any more) and she’s occupied by (too) many distractions from Who She Is. 
Space is needed to Find Man – Man is not a form. Like Man, Love is no form either that 
could be added to a woman’s life: it needs Space. (Merely) adding some ‘man’ to a woman’s 
life, to complete and perfect her life, is a ridiculing and a denial of Man, of Reality, of 
Woman’s Own Reality, and is therefore part of a Lie. 

If we speak about Woman’s spiritual self-development, it is possible that, in such a 
process, She discovers the Selfless. And yet, as She will find out when she’s honest to herself, 
this doesn’t bring Man closer. The Selfless is one side of Duality (of self and selfless) and 
Duality is inherently Female. The Male Force, on the contrary, is the Oneness of the Female 
and the Male Force; it is not the sum total of the male and female side of Woman Herself, 
both of which She can discover by herself, indeed. For Unity with Man, self-development and 
discovery of her male side, do not work. The Discovery of Man’s Heart as the One is not part 
of Woman’s development or search, but rather a process of Surrender into Love. Finding Man 
is a shock – that, usually, women are not (or seem not to be) waiting for. The shock Liberates 
her from self-cramp, from the need of self-development: Her development, from that moment 
on, Happens in the Heart of Man, no longer as a self – a self on its way, the way to… what? 
What’s the reward at the end of the tunnel of self (and its development), developing itself, 
almost unnoticed, into (an unfelt) loneliness? 

Some may ask: don’t we need a strong self to be able to go beyond the self and find 
Love, find Man, eventually? This is a question of a ‘self’. Do we really need a strong illusion 
to be able to get rid of it afterwards? I would rather say, Intelligence is the first requisite if it 
comes to Finding Man. This Intelligence says that the project ‘self’ is a dead end street, at 
least if it comes to Love. The cleverness of the self doesn’t in any way match the Intelligence 
of the Heart; it’s almost from another world. The Heart Represents the Whole and the self is, 
in its extremeness, almost the opposite of the Whole. The Intelligence of Woman’s Deepest 
Nature Brings Her to Man. This pristine Intelligence hasn’t grown the last decades of 
Woman’s self-development. It is still as it was and it is still patiently waiting to be Opened 
up. Woman is still a Virgin after millennia of sexual intercourse – millennia of attraction, 
seduction, lust, barter, frustration, convenience, boredom, sexual creativity and being raped. 
She has never Met Man. 

In itself it is good to acknowledge the fact that one needs to be strong to truly be in 
relationship. Only, this strength is not the strength of the self. It is the strength of Something 
Beyond the self, call it the Heart, Something That Unites, whereas the self inherently 
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separates or reinforces separation. In fact, the self, cannot be in Relation. It is the anti-relation. 
The Strength of the Heart is what is able to recognize and stand up against the seduction of 
the separating self. 

Also, it should be added that the Impersonal Strength of the Heart is, in principle, 
‘available’, or rather, you exist as it. I mean, you don’t need to make some kind of 
superhuman effort to become strong, so that you can, finally, truly relate. Everyone could, in 
principle, relate – well, everyone already does so, all the time, yet not Consciously, and this 
makes all the difference. The latter, Relating Consciously – which is a condition for Man and 
Woman to Come Closer and possibly Unite (in the Dark Their Union is not possible) – 
happens, or is much facilitated when the illusion of ‘self’ is Seen – that is: Seen on an earthly 
(whole-bodily) level, which is not a superfluous addition – and one is vulnerable as ‘no one’. 
The ‘self’ resists the Strength of the Heart and keeps you small. Every illusion keeps you 
small. 

 
There are many delusions along the way, before Woman can truly find Man. The 

illusion of a strong self, very popular nowadays despite of the suffering it creates, is a main 
one. 

Intuitively, however, Woman Knows very well that, despite her attempts, finding Man 
is not only dependent on Herself, on Her activities as herself. Without Man Meeting and 
Finding Woman, outwardly and in Himself, the whole enterprise is hopeless in advance. 
That’s why, in a relationship, most women are, to whatever degree, pulling at a man. They 
know intuitively he needs to truly – and, in the end, wholly – Relate to Her, to Be in Full 
Contact with Woman. Otherwise, if he stays distant, if he doesn’t (wholly) Feel her in his 
Heart, She won’t be able to Find, Rest and Return into Him (in case She is interested in this 
and is able to Feel so Deeply to Find this as Her Deepest Truth). It is understandable that, in 
Her frustration that Man doesn’t seem to respond much to Her pulling, to Her call upon Him, 
Woman, if She’s finally tired of pulling, tries to do it all by Herself now and is seduced to 
develop ‘herself’ now. 

 
There’s a lot to say about man’s role in Woman’s way of finding Man, but it is not the 

subject of this hearticle to enter deeper into this. For now, I would like to conclude here by 
saying that if Woman, instead of pulling at ‘man’, Calls Man with her Heart – and not 
primarily with her sexuality (nor with her mind) – He will be there… 


